
2017 Sheep Season

Arcadia’s California Bighorn Sheep population is one of the healthiest Bighorn 

sheep herds in British Columbia. Numbers are great and the quality and genetics 

found in our area is superb, with heavy mass and plenty of character. 

A�er acquiring our area in June of 2017, and immediately 

heading north to begin hunting sheep at Arctic Red, it was a bit 

of a tumultuous September upon flying out of the North 

Country. Rosi and I did our best to open camp, and make 

everything as comfortable as possible for our first ever hunters 

to arrive September 19th. Dan Burkes and Cory Smith were our 

first clients to hunt with us, and started us off on a successful 

career path here at Arcadia. 

Dan was guided by long time guide of the area, Robin Lee. 

Robin’s expertise quickly put Dan on a band of 16 rams, in which 

there were multiple rams of legal length to harvest. They had 

their eyes set on one ram in particular, and from that point on, it 

was a waiting game. They patiently waited for the rams to make 

a mistake, and set themselves up in a position where they could 

shoot without the ram rolling down into the river below. On day 

three, the opportunity presented itself and Dan and Robin came 

home with packs heavy full of delicious sheep meat and a set of 

horns worth smiling about! Dan’s ram had incredible mass and 

great length for a California Bighorn, and scored in the mid 160’s. 

Cory Smith and myself went farther out and decided to hunt an 

area that had not been checked for the last few years by the 

previous outfitter. We found a band of rams on day one of the 

hunt, but were shocked when the group blew out of the zone 

they were in and le� the country. We found out later that a 
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2018 Sheep Season

resident had attempted to get to the sheep, and was quite obviously unsuccessful and they took flight. 

Fortunately for us, we knew roughly where they would end up if they continued in the direction they were 

headed. We took the back way in, and managed to find the same band of rams the next evening. On the third 

day bright and early, Cory and I headed back there, and began our long climb to attempt to get above them. 

Seven long hours and 4 empty water bottles later, we were finally in position above the band. There were now 

19 rams in the group, milling about feeding below. It was very obvious which ram we wanted. We were on an 

incredibly steep slope, and it was difficult for Cory to get comfortable to shoot. A�er narrowly missing his first 

shot over top of the rams back, we were able to once again get on the band and Cory made the most of his 

next shot. He dropped the ram in his tracks. We had a heroic exodus off the mountain in the pitch black of 

night, a�er taking photos and caping out the ram. When we finally made it back to camp at midnight, a cold 

beer was in order! Cory’s ram was a monarch of the mountains, at eleven years old and scoring in the mid 

160’s as well. He carried his mass very well and had a ton of character, with busted up horns from many years 

of fighting during the rut.

With both hunters tagged out on day three of the hunt, we were 

able to relax and enjoy the beauty the mountains had to offer, and 

the incredible animals we were fortunate enough to hunt over the 

last few days. California Bighorn are the most rare species of sheep 

in North America, and are highly sought a�er. Our hunts book out 

many years in advance, so if you are interested in completing your 

Grand Slam, or hunting one of the Bighorn species of sheep, be 

sure to give us a call for details and pricing.

Our first year of operation seemed to come and go in a heartbeat. It felt like just yesterday we were still waiting 

patiently for the Outfit to be transferred into our name, and yet, a full year and then some, has gone by!

We spent the entire winter improving cabins, exploring new areas, and learning all about the beautiful country 

we now call our own. When we had one of our previously booked Sheep hunters cancel his hunt on short 

notice, I called up our good friend and client Seth Murphy, who we had previously hunted with at Arctic Red, 

along with his wife Chantel. They had a double header on their Dall Sheep with myself and my brothers up 

north, taking a twisty 12 year old  38 ½” ram, and a 10 year old 36” warrior. When I offered the open spot to 

Seth, he immediately said yes and the deposit sealed the deal. 



September couldn’t come soon enough for us here at Arcadia. We have so few sheep tags each season, that 

every second we get to hunt these monarchs is a great experience for the entire crew. When Seth, Chantel, 

and their 8 year old son Jake arrived, we were immediately in the thick of things. We spotted a great band of 

rams before we could even legally hunt, having to wait the required time a�er flying. I told Seth we just had to 

relax, get settled, and we would be on them first thing the next morning. Day two came along and we were on 

the band again, right where we had le� them. We stalked in as close as we could safely go, and from then on 

had to wait patiently for the band of rams to feed into a safe zone, where they would not roll too far below. As 

we sat admiring the beauty of the mountains, we spotted a gigantic Black Bear down below us, sunning 

himself on a boulder. We admired him through our spotting scopes for many hours, as we waited out the 

bedded rams below. Finally, when the rams moved into a position we could get in closer, we snuck down 

below a ridge and moved within 200 yards of the unaware sheep herd. When the right ram finally presented 

himself for a clean shot, Seth made quick work of it and the ram reared over backward, heart split in two from 

a perfect shot placement. We went down to our ram and admired him. A genuine warrior with incredibly 

heavy horns and brooming from fighting. Everything Seth ever dreamed of having in a Bighorn. As we shared 

smiles around our ram, we looked over and noticed the big Black Bear was even closer to us, and well within 

range for Seth. It was an easy no-brainer, and we lined up and Seth made a second perfect shot, and just like 

that, the “Arcadia Double” was created. A Bighorn sheep and a giant Black Bear within minutes of each other. 

A double header once again for the Murphy family and us together! One that may be hard to soon replicate!

Seth’s California Bighorn Sheep’s heavy horned mass 

made him a high 160’s class ram, and along with his 7’7” 

giant Color Phase Black Bear, we would say Seth had one 

heck of a successful hunt with us, tagging out on day 

two!

We can’t wait until September 2019, when we once again 

have the chance to head out and hunt these incredible 

sheep found within our concession. If you are looking for 

a Bighorn Hunt, be sure to inquire and get your name on 

a cancellation or waiting list, just as Seth did. Please see 

our website or email us for further information.


